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	Xtreme 790
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		Processor:	Up to Intel® Core™ i7 Processor Extreme Edition  i7-975  3.33GHz
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	Screen:	Hi-res 17" WUXGA X-Glass (1920x1200)
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	Graphics:	NVIDIA GeForce 280M GTX 1GB graphics
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		Price from:	£1,738.26ex VAT
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	Xtreme 840
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		Processor:	NEW Up to Intel® Core™2 Extreme Processor QX9300 Processor
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	Screen:	18.4" Full HD 16:9 TFT Screen (1920 x 1080)
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	Graphics:	NVIDIA GeForce 280M GTX 1GB graphics
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		Price from:	£1,477.39ex VAT
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	Xtreme 840 Sli
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		Processor:	NEW Up to Intel® Core™2 Extreme Processor QX9300 Processor
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	Screen:	18.4" Full HD 16:9 TFT Screen (1920 x 1080)
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	Graphics:	2 x NVIDIA GeForce 280M GTX 1GB Sli graphics
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		Price from:	£1,999.13ex VAT
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	Pegasus 320
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		Processor:	Up to Intel® Core™ 2 Duo processor P8400, 2.26GHz, 3MB Cache, 1066MHz
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	Screen:	13.3" WXGA X-Glass
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	Graphics:	NVIDIA GeForce 9300M GS 256MB
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		Price from:	£586.96ex VAT
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Browse all Pakuma bags
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Browse all universal peripherals
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Choose your ideal gaming laptop from our selection by using the menus above. Models are available with Intel and AMD processors, NVIDIA and ATI graphics. Quadro graphics also available to configure on selected models. See our rock Xtreme range for the fastest gaming laptops or the rock Pegasus range for fast laptops with portability and good battery life too.
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